Abstract—This research paper is based upon the simulation of gradient of mathematical functions and scalar fields using MATLAB. Scalar fields, their gradient, contours and mesh/surfaces are simulated using different related MATLAB tools and commands for convenient presentation and understanding. Different mathematical functions and scalar fields are examined here by taking their gradient, visualizing results in 3D with different color shadings and using other necessary relevant commands. In this way the outputs of required functions help us to analyze and understand in a better way as compared to just theoretical study of gradient.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The motive of this paper is to study about the gradient of scalar fields, its working and functionality and to have a look over its vast applications in different fields of life. For better understanding we took the help of MATLAB and its different commands to simulate gradient of different functions and scalar fields so that we can have a visual study of our topic. A brief introduction of term gradient tells us that it is a Latin word and refers to ‘gradual change’ in any quantity. [2] The term gradient (grad) typically refers to the derivative of functions of more than one variable. Gradient of a scalar field is obtained by applying del $\nabla$ operator on a scalar field expression, that gives the direction to that field in its increasing dimension, as illustrated by the picture below.

In this image, the scalar field is in black and pink, black representing higher values and its gradient is represented by the purple arrows.

Using MATLAB we can draw the mesh or the surfaces of the gradient of the mathematical functions representing different scalar fields. For example the following image is the drawing of the function: $z = x^2 - y^2$. The different tools and commands executed to obtain this surface will be discussed later in the paper.

Fig. 1 Direction of gradient of field

II. GRADIENT

The gradient of a scalar field $V$ is a vector that represents the magnitude and the direction of the greatest increase rate of $V$. Gradient is a vector (a direction to move) that points in the direction of greatest increase. [3] The gradient of any function or scalar field $F$ can be given by following mathematical equation:

$$\text{grad}F(x,y,z) = \nabla F(x,y,z) = (\frac{dF}{dx}, \frac{dF}{dy}, \frac{dF}{dz})$$

The gradient of an $R^3$ scalar field is an $R^3$ vector field. In 4-D the four-gradient is a vector, formed as a derivative of four scalars. The gradient can also be used to measure how a scalar field changes in other directions, rather than just the direction of greatest change, by taking a dot product. The gradient is zero at a point of maximum location because there is no further direction of increase, rather there is a decrease rate in any direction under consideration. It’s just like standing on the top of a mountain and there is a downhill any direction you move. [5] Also the gradient of a vector or a vector field makes no sense and is meaningless because a vector quantity already has a predefined direction and cannot be given a second direction, i.e., a vector cannot have more than one direction. Above its complexity or convenience issues, gradient is tremendously useful and is applicable in most of the life matters and science.

III. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

Gradient can be applied in a large variety of studies such as Engineering field, biomedical field, Astronomical fields, Atmospheric studies, etc.
A. Gradient is used for the measurement of the steepness of a road and thus is very useful in civil engineering. Let a surface point at sea level (x,y) having a height H(x,y) so the gradient of H, basically a vector defining the direction of steepest slope at that point. And how much the steepness is defined by the magnitude of the gradient of vector H.

B. Temperature gradient shows that the particular direction at which the rate of temperature changes rapidly around a specific direction. The temperature gradient is mostly used in the applications of atmospheric science, meteorology and climatology.

C. Geothermal gradient is the rate of increasing temperature with respect to increasing depth in the Earth’s interior. [6] It is 25–30°C per km of depth in most of the world. This is useful for generating power.

D. In biomedical and biosensors, it is used to investigate the protein absorption and cell adhesion. It is also used in fundamental and applied material science studies such as generation of polymers.

E. Gradient also simplify the development of new analytical techniques, since allowing the testing of many different surfaces under the same environmental conditions, thus minimizing the experimental errors.

F. Gradient also serves as the templates for the demixing of polymer blends

IV. RELEVANT COMMANDS

The term MATLAB stands for MATrix LABoratory. Therefore while working with MATLAB, both scalars and vectors are considered as in matrix form. Scalar corresponds to a single element, while a vector corresponds to a one dimensional matrix.

The commands that are used in this report, to execute gradient of different scalar fields, are given below along with their functions performed.

A. Gradient();
Its syntax is as [FX,FY] = gradient(F); and it is used to specify the maximum space rate of increase of a scalar field as told by its definition.

B. gradientm();
Its syntax is as follows;
[aspect,slope,gradN,gradE] = gradientm(map,refvec);
This command is used to compute the slope, aspect, and north and east components of the gradient for a regular data grid. The visual percept of the gradient of the function or the field is mentioned by aspect command. If we have the surface map contains elevations in meter, then the results of aspect and slope shows the units of the degrees clockwise from north and up from the horizontal. The component of gradient regarding north and east represents the change in the map variable per meter of distance in the north and east direction.

C. meshgrid();
Its syntax is as [X,Y] = meshgrid(x,y); and it is used to change the domain specified by vectors x and y into arrays X and Y, which can be used to evaluate functions of two variables and three-dimensional mesh/surface plots. [7] The rows of the output array X shows the copies of the vector ‘columns of the output array Y are copies of the vector ‘y’.

Code:
x=[2 4 6];
y=[5 6 7];
[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y)
X=
 2  2  2
 4  4  4
 6  6  6
Y=
 5  5  5
 6  6  6
 7  7  7

D. contour();
Its syntax is as contour(Z); and it displays isolines of a matrix. [7] It will give the default number of contour levels depending upon the minimum and maximum values of Z. While the number of contour levels can be set according to the specifications by using contour(Z,n) command, where n is the specified number of contour levels.

Code:
v=-5:.5:5; 
[x,y]=meshgrid(v);
z=x.*y; 
[xx,yy]=gradient(z); 
contour(z)
E. **quiver();**

Its syntax is as `quiver(x,y,u,v);` and it displays velocity vectors as arrows with components `(u,v)` at the points `(x,y)`. The command `quiver(...,LineSpec)` is used to change the colour and style of the velocity vectors. This style and colour is specified by the tool `LineSpec`.

**Code:**

```matlab
v=-5:.5:5;
[x,y]=meshgrid(v);
z=x.*y;
[xx,yy]=gradient(z);
contour(z)
hold on
quiver(xx,yy)
hold off
```

![Fig. 5 2D Gradient by quiver command](image1)

F. **surf();**

Its syntax is as: `surf(x,y,z);` and it is used to view mathematical functions over a rectangular region. `surf` and `surfc` create colored surfaces. The colour of the shaded surface can be changed by using `surf(x,y,z,c)` command, where `c` specifying the colour.

**Code:**

```matlab
v=-5:.5:5;
[x,y]=meshgrid(v);
z=x.*y;
surf(z)
```

![Fig. 6 2D Gradient by surf command](image2)

V. **SIMULATING GRADIENT OF A SCALAR FUNCTION**

Some simple codes are discussed to illustrate the working of the commands discussed earlier. Almost similar codes are executed by varying one or more parameters in them, so that the varying outputs could be examined.

A. **Gradient of a scalar:**

The following code represents the gradient of the equation of a circle or a circular field. This code contains the simple commands to illustrate their working through a simple output shown.

**Code:**

```matlab
v=-2:.2:2;
[x,y]=meshgrid(v);
z=x.^2 + y.^2;
[px,py]=gradient(z,0.5,0.5);
contour(v,v,z)
hold on
quiver(v,v,px,py)
xlabel('x'); ylabel('y');
title('Gradient of field z=x^2+y^2')
hold off
```

![Fig. 7 2D Gradient of Scalar Circular Field at origin](image3)

Here the center of the circular field is at the origin `O(0,0)` but we can also change its center from origin to anywhere we want in the required scenario. In case when it is required to shift the center of this circular field to height `h`, we made a little variation in the circle equation in the code, as follows:

**Code:**

```matlab
v=-2:0.2:2;
h=1;
[x,y]=meshgrid(v);
z=(x-h).^2 + (y-h).^2;
[px,py]=gradient(z,0.5,0.5);
contour(v,v,z)
hold on
quiver(v,v,px,py)
xlabel('x'); ylabel('y');
title('Gradient of the field z=(x-h)^2+(y-h)^2')
hold off
```
Fig. 8 2D Gradient of Scalar Circular Field at shifted origin

Hence the center is shifted from origin to height \( h(1,1) \). Similarly the center can be shifted to any height or depth from the origin by specifying the required height coordinates to the point \( h(a,b) \). Where \( a \) and \( b \) are the real numbers whose values can either be equal or different.

B. 3-D Contours:

This code represents the contours of the given function in 3-dimensional view by making use of `contour3()` command.

**Code:**

```matlab
v=-2:0.2:2;
[x,y]=meshgrid(v);
z=x.*exp(-x.^2-y.^2);
[xx,yy]=gradient(z);
contour3(z)
hold on
quiver(xx,yy)
hold off
```

**C. LineSpec tool:**

In this code the colors and the line style of contours and quivers are changed by using the `linespec` tool as the following syntax:

```matlab
contour3(…,LineSpec) and quiver(…,LineSpec)
```

With the help of `LineSpec` tool, the line style can be changed to dashed line (--), or to the dotted line by using (:), or to the dash dot line style by using (-.). The color of line can also be changed by using the specified color coding words such as r for red, b for blue, m for magenta, c for cyan color, etc. But the MATLAB has limited colors and line styles.

**Code:**

```matlab
v=-5:.5:5;
[x,y]=meshgrid(v);
z=x+y;
px,py=gradient(z,0.2,0.2);
contour(z,'-.r')
hold on
quiver(px,py,'c')
hold off
```

Fig. 9 3D contour vectors with line spacing

In this code a dashed (--) line indicates contour and its colour is set to red using `LineSpec` tool. Similarly with the help of this tool, the cyan color lines indicates the quiver vectors.

D. **Mesh and Surface Drawings:**

This code tells about how to draw 3D views of mesh and surfaces of the mathematical functions or the fields. This code contains the command of `shading();` to assign a colour to the drawn surface or the mesh. Variation could be made by varying shading command to give it different shades.

**Code:**

```matlab
v=-2:.2:2;
[x,y]=meshgrid(v);
z=x.^2 + y.^2;
[xx,yy]=gradient(z);
mesh(z)
shading interp
```

Fig. 10 3D contour vectors with line spacing
To examine the difference between the `mesh()` and `surf()` commands, we consider their graphs separately by using the `subplot()` command in the following code:

**Code:**
```
v=-2:.2:2;
[x,y]=meshgrid(v);
z=x.^2 - y.^2;
[xx,yy]=gradient(z);
subplot(1,3,1)
 mesh(z)
 hold on
 quiver(xx,yy,'r')
 hold off
 subplot(1,3,2)
surf(z)
 shading interp
 hold on
 quiver(xx,yy,'m')
 hold off
```

This image is the result of the `surf(z)` command which gives a solid surface of the function $z = x^2 - y^2$. And the magenta arrows are the direction of the gradient of $z$.

### E. Simulating Gradient using `gradientm()` command

In this code we have used the MATLAB peaks matrix and found out their gradient using the `gradient()` command, so that we can also examine the east and north components of the gradient and also its slope and aspect.

Peaks is a function of two variables, obtained by translating and scaling Gaussian distributions, and its syntax is: $Z = \text{peaks}(n)$; that returns an $n$-by-$n$ matrix, and $Z$ is specifying the function using peaks matrix. If the order $n$ of the matrix is not defined, then it will return a 49 x 49 matrix by default.

In this code we have also made use of the `worldmap(map,refvec,type)` command that defines the geographical limits for the required data grid and that data grid is then displayed using the `meshm()` command.

**Code:**
```
datagrid = 500*peaks(100);
gridrv = [1000 0 0];
[aspect,slope,gradE] = gradientm(datagrid,gridrv);
figure
worldmap(gradE,gridrv,'none')
 meshm(gradE,gridrv,size(datagrid),datagrid)
 contourcmap(1,'jet','colorbar','on',
 'ylabelstring','Gradient (East Component)');
view(3)
daspectm meters
 camlight
```

This figure represents the `mesh(z)` command, a net like hollow outline of function $z = x^2 - y^2$. While red arrows represent the quiver or the direction of the gradient of $z$. 

**Fig. 11** 3D Mesh

**Fig. 12** 3D Mesh

This figure represents the `mesh(z)` command, a net like hollow outline of function $z = x^2 - y^2$. While red arrows represent the quiver or the direction of the gradient of $z$. 

**Fig. 13** 3D Mesh

**Fig. 14** 3D contour with camlight
This image shows east component of gradient. In the next part of the code, the slope of the gradient is displayed.

```matlab
climo surface
meshm(slope,gridrv,size(datagrid),datagrid)
contourcmap(10,’hot’,’colorbar’,’on’,...
ylabelstring’,’Slope (degrees)’)
shading interp
```

![3D contour with camlight and shading](image)

VI. CONCLUSION

At the end of this paper, we can say for sure that gradient has a wide range of applications and uses in almost every field of life, listing industrial environments, professional and technical studies and biomedical fields, and it is serving the world of technicalities in a true sense. Moreover with help of MATLAB, the complexities of gradient are made far convenient by using its numerous powerful commands and tools.
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